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Romanian law office BOANȚĂ, GÎDEI ȘI ASOCIAȚII (BG&A) has as of 1 September 2016 become a new 

member of CEE Attorneys, Central and Eastern European law firm currently represented in the Czech 

Republic, Poland, Slovak Republic and Lithuania.  

BG&A is a top Romanian law firm, which is active mainly on the business law market and was 

recognized by Legal 500 as a top tier legal practice in corporate, M&A, dispute resolution and real 

estate areas.  

“By joining CEE Attorneys we become a part of the ambitious and rapidly expanding international law 

firm and we are positive to share our experience and knowledges with the aim to offer truly the best 

services to our clients. Today a significant part of clients’ business activities is cross-border, a lot of 

companies follows the trend of globalization, so I believe, it is very important to keep pace,” comments 

Sergiu Gidei, partner of BG&A law office.   

Lukáš Petr, partner of Prague office says: “Romania belongs to one of the fastest growing economies 

in the EU with increasing amounts of foreign investments and large presence of major international 

companies. Therefore, the decision to expand to Romanian market was absolutely consistent for the 

firm and we are pleased to welcome our new colleagues.” 

Andrzej Szmigiel, partner of CEE Attorneys Poland, admits: „Being international is a demanding 

organizational work and increased responsibility, however we strongly believe that presence in 

ultimately all CEE jurisdictions shall bring significant benefits to our clients seeking not only reliable 

legal support within their international activities, but also new business opportunities on other 

European markets.”  

Being established on 1 March, 2015 by initiation of two legal offices from the Czech Republic and 

Slovakia, CEE Attorneys is rapidly growing and strengthening its positions in the CEE region. Currently 

company operates in five countries and offers top quality legal services of more than 50 lawyers in 

eight legal areas and ten languages. The company's ambitions do not stop at those numbers and in the 

near future CEE Attorneys plans further expansion within the region. 


